Coming to Coleman University in San Diego on
December 8, 2017!
IEEE Smart Tech Workshops provide a unique learning
experience with topics on the cutting edge of technical
innovation today.
Focused on providing an opportunity for participants to
learn first-hand from the field experts, each panel is a
springboard to a deeper understanding of technology and
its myriad applications and potential for innovation.
The one-day intensive workshop will cover the best in SoCal
Tech. Do not miss it! Our panel speakers are the leading
experts in their fields. See each panel’s speakers online.
Workshop topics include:










Big Data Science & Engineering
Intellectual Property & Patents
Latest Trends in Employment and Career Planning
Autonomous and Connected Vehicles
The Commercialization of 5G
Smart Cities Panel
Latest Trends in UAV
IOT Technologies and Applications
Blue Tech

Kicking off the day will be a keynote address from John Black
- SVP Engineering and General Manager Floor Care Business
at Brain Corp, entitled “Integration of Robotic A.I. into Complex Human Environments.”
This will be followed by an Executive Session on Technology
Now & Next and a vibrant panel on Intellectual Property,
Innovation & Patents, before the panel sessions begin.

IEEE Members save on
registration!
A full day of panel sessions, plus
meals and evening reception is
only $99 for IEEE members
($119 for non-members).

What past attendees say about Smart
Tech events:
"This was one of the best investments
that I have made in my professional life.
Thank you for making this opportunity
available for me."
"Events like this significantly increase the
value of IEEE membership."
"I was very impressed with the
instructors. They seemed to enjoy being
there and really stressed that IEEE's goal
is to serve its members. They were very
approachable and seemed to be
interested in speaking with you."

For more information including
registration, detailed agenda, and
panel descriptions visit
www.ieee.org/metroevents
Sponsorship opportunities are
also available.

